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Third Mock Test 2018-2022 Level 10 
Prepared by Robin Ruegg.  Updated 6/20/2018 
(7 general, 7 vault, 12 bars, 12 beam, 12 floor) 

robinruegg@gmail.com for any errors you find.  Study well! 
 

General 
1. Which of the following rules is CORRECT regarding extra 0.1 bonus awarded on bars, beam or floor? 

(Recognizing there are multiple rules) 
a) The 0.1 bonus can be awarded if gymnast has 0.6 in bonus only from D/E difficulty 
b) The 0.1 bonus can be awarded if gymnast has a dance E on beam or floor 
c) The gymnast must have a 10.0 Start Value to award the 0.1 bonus 
d) The 0.1 bonus can be awarded if gymnast has 0.5 in bonus from D/E and CV as long as there is also an E in the 

routine for bars 
e) None of the above are correct 

 
2. Gymnast is landing her dismount on bars or beam (or landing dismount for acro element on floor).  The coach spots 
her on the landing only.  Which is INCORRECT? 

a) No bonus is awarded 
b) If she falls after spotting, do not deduct additional 0.5 for fall 
c) Award the Special Requirement 
d) Award Value Part 
e) Each judge deducts 0.5 for the spot 
f) All of the above are correct 
g) a) and b) are incorrect 
h) c) and d) are incorrect 

 
3. What is the final score on a 4-judge panel for these scores: 

8.15 7.85  7.6 8.0 
a) 7.725 
b) 7.8 
c) 8.0 
d) 7.925 
e) 8.075 

 
4.  Which of the following is NOT the duty of the meet referee? 

a) Must attend the Coaches meeting at State, Regional and National competitions 
b) Presents the USA Gymnastics Base Score video file for analysis at State and above meets 
c) May force a change of scores 
d) Be available for 5 minutes after the last competitor finishes exercise to deal with questions or concerns with the 

technical decisions and/or judges’ scores 
e) Issues a warning to the coach if she/he observes more than one gymnast on the uneven bars during warm-up 
f) Notates a warming given by Chief Judge concerning incorrect attire.  Notifies other Chief Judges that warning 

has been given. 
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5. Which Chief Judge deductions from the average score is/are CORRECT? 
a) Technical verbal cues by teammates (after a warning) 0.2 
b) Overtime 0.1 
c) Gymnast fails to begin exercise within 30 seconds 0.2 
d) Fail to mark the boundary line on additional mats on floor exercise 0.1 
e) Coach standing between the Bars or next to Beam throughout entire exercise 0.1 
f) All of the above are correct 
g) a) and b) are correct 
h) c), d) and e) are correct 

 
6. Which of the following Chief Judge deductions is CORRECT? 

a) Starting exercise before signal given 0.3 
b) Fail to remove board after the mount 0.3 
c) Excessive use of magnesia (chalk) 0.3 
d) Absence of music on floor exercise 0.5 
e) Short exercise (<30 seconds on beam or floor, <5 value parts on bars) 1.0 
f) All of the above are correct 
g) a) and c) are correct 
h) b) and e) are correct 
 

7. Which is CORRECT regarding routine evaluation? 
a) Once final average score is submitted to scoring system, it may not be changed unless there is an inquiry.  

However, Chief Judge is allowed to change score after submission if a Neutral Deduction (out of bounds or 
overtime for example) was inadvertently not applied or if a data entry error was made. 

b) Flashing of Start Values is not required by each judge at all Level 10 Competitions 
c) A final score of 1.0 will be awarded if the calculated score is less than 1.0 
d) For open scoring, if there is a change in score after a conference, there is no need to re-flash the adjusted score  
e) All of the above are correct 
f) a) and c) are correct 
g) b) and d) are correct 

 

Vault 
8. What is the deduction for under-rotation of salto vaults? 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) Up to 0.1 
e) 0.2 
f) Up to 0.2 
 

9. Gymnast swings her arms to maintain balance upon landing vault.  What is the deduction? 
a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) Up to 0.1 
e) 0.2 
f) Up to 0.2 
g) 0.3 
h) Up to 0.3 
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10. Which is the LARGEST deduction? 
a) Alternate repulsion from hands on a Yurchenko entry vault 
b) Early tuck on a Tsukahara vault 
c) Hit body on table during post-flight 
d) Incorrect body posture on landing 
e) Additional trunk movements to maintain balance on landing 

 
11. Which of the following is/are CORRECT? 

a) Gymnast balks once: no deduction  
b) Gymnast fails to use safety zone mat for Round-off entry vault: 1.0 
c) Coach stands between board and table on Yurchenko entry vault: 0.5 
d) Gymnasts fails to land on bottom of feet first: VOID 
e) Gymnast vaults without signal from Chief Judge: 0.5 from average of next completed vault 
f) All of the above are correct 
g) a), b) and c) are correct 
h) a) d) and e) are correct 
i) c), d) and e) are correct 
j) Who cares?!  You’re giving me too many choices! 

 
12. Level 6/7 athlete does not maintain a neutral head position on the First Flight, Support Phase and Second Flight 
Phase.  What is her total maximum potential deduction? 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) 0.15 
e) 0.2 
f) 0.3 

 
13. Level 6/7 athlete performs a Yurchenko entry.  The angle of arrival on the first flight phase is 30o from vertical.  What 
is the deduction? 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) Up to 0.1 
d) Up to 0.2 
e) Up  to 0.3 

 
14. Level 6/7 athlete lands her Tsukahara Entry vault alternatively—one foot then the other.  What is the deduction? 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) Up to 0.1 
d) Up to 0.2 
e) 0.1 
f) 0.2 
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Bars 
15. Gymnast does the following routine: 
 --Kip to HB, Cast HS hop to reverse grip 
 --Weiler kip to HS 
 --Front Jaeger straddled 
 --Kip to HS on HB, cast HS, Bail (½ turn) to HS on LB 
 --Kip, squat on, long hang kip, cast HS 
 --Giant, giant, Full-in back out dismount 
 
   What is the Start Value? 

a) 9.7 
b) 9.8 
c) 9.9 
d) 10.0 
e) 10.0 plus 0.1 bonus 
f) None of the above 

 
16. For the routine in number 16 above, what is the deduction for Choice of Elements? 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) 0.15 
e) 0.2 

 
17.  Which is correct for gymnast performing a hecht back salto tucked dismount (Muchina)? 

a) She receives “E” value, No deduction for Dismount up to level, but is deducted 0.5 from Start Value for no salto 
dismount 

b) She receives “D” value, No deduction for Dismount up to level, and fulfills Special Requirement for a salto 
dismount 

c) She receives “D” value, Deducted 0.1 for dismount not up to the level, and does not receive the Special 
Requirement for a C (or higher) salto dismount 

d) She receives “E” value, No deduction for Dismount up to Level, and fulfills Special Requirement for a salto 
dismount. 
 

18. Gymnast performs the following release moves in her routine: 
 --HS on HB, pike sole circle backward to reverse hecht over HB (Ray), kip to HB, Cast HS then 
 --Bail (1/2 turn) over LB to glide 
      What is the deduction for Bar Release Elements not up to the Competitive Level? 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) 0.15 
e) 0.2 
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19. Gymnast’s routine fulfills all Difficulty and Special Requirements.  She performs the following bonus elements: 
 --Piked Jaeger  
 --Pak salto from HB to LB (not connected to Jaeger) 
 --Toe on HS on LB + Toe shoot to HB (Chinese sit-up) 
 --Giant full to double back tucked dismount 
 
     Which is correct regarding additional bonus for this routine? 

a) She receives no additional bonus because she has only 0.5 in CV and D/E bonus 
b) She receives no additional bonus because she does not have an “E” in this routine 
c) She receives 0.1 in additional bonus 
d) None of the above 
 

20. Which is correct for this combination? 
 --Cast HS, ½ turn + Giant full turn + Tkatchev   

a) B + C + D, +0.1 in CV 
b) C + C + C, +0.2 in CV 
c) C + D + D, +0.2 in CV 
d) C + D + D, + 0.3 in CV 

 
21.Which is CORRECT regarding Connection Value Bonus (CV)? 

a) An extra swing after the last element will not break the eligible CV 
b) An extra swing between two elements will break the connection and thus no CV awarded 
c) Each element must be performed without a fall or spotting deduction 
d) The maximum CV awarded at Level 10 is +0.4 
e) All of the above are correct 
f) b) and c) are correct 
g) a) and d) are correct 

 
22.  Gymnast does a very low double tuck flyaway deduction.  What is the maximum total deduction for: 
 --Insufficient amplitude (height) of dismount 
 --Landing too close to the bar 
 --Small step on dismount 

a) 0.3 
b) 0.4 
c) 0.5 
d) 0.6 
e) 0.7 

 
23. Which is CORRECT regarding timing of bar falls? 

a) When off the bars, warning is communicated at “20 seconds remaining” and “10 seconds remaining” 
b) Fall time stops when gymnast stands up 
c) If gymnast does not remount the bars within 30 seconds, the exercise is terminated 
d) Gymnast may not speak to her coach during a fall 
e) All of the above are correct 
f) a) and d) are correct 
g) b) and c) are correct 
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24. Coach inadvertently contacts (touches) gymnast without assisting on the skill.  Which is CORRECT? 
a) No Bonus, Special Requirement or Value Part is awarded.  Each judge deducts 0.5. 
b) No Bonus or Special Requirement is awarded, but gymnast receives Value Part.  Each judge deducts 0.5 
c) Bonus, Special Requirement and Value Part are awarded.  Each judge deducts 0.5 
d) No Bonus is awarded, but Special Requirement and Value-Part credit are awarded.  Each judge deducts 0.5. 
e) None of the above are correct 

 
25. Gymnast performs a Straddle cut catch to hang and a Backward Giant hop 1/1 turn in HS.  Which is CORRECT 
regarding Special Requirements for releases? 

a) She receives NO Special Requirements for Flight Elements and loses 1.0 from her Start Value (SV) 
b) She receives credit for the Giant hop full as a release element, but not the straddle cut.  Deduct 0.5 from SV 
c) She receives credit for the straddle cut as a release element, but not the Giant hop full.  Deduct 0.5 from SV 
d) She receives release element credit for both the straddle cut and the Giant hop full.  No deduction from SV 
e) All of these are messed up, so I don’t think any of the answers are correct.  

 
26. Which of these is NOT an up to 0.3 deduction? 

a) Insufficient extension (open) of tuck/pike body position prior to landing a dismount 
b) Hit mat with feet on a bail 
c) Touch landing surface with 2 hands, but no support after landing a double layout dismount 
d) Squat on landing a full-in dismount 
e) Bent arms on a cast handstand 

 
Beam 
27. Which of the following combinations fulfill the dismount Special Requirement? 

a) Switch-leg leap + Gainer salto tucked 1/1 twist off side dismount 
b) Side aerial + gainer salto tucked 1/1 twist off side dismount 
c) Aerial cartwheel + flic-flac + Salto backward 1/1 dismount 
d) Round-off + salto backward 2/1 twist dismount 
e) All of the above fulfill the Special Requirement for Level 10 dismount 
f) b) and d) fulfill the Special Requirement for Level 10 dismount 

 
28. Gymnast performs the following acro elements in her routine.  
 --Flic-flac, back salto layout step-out, back salto layout step-out 
 --Straddle jump + back tuck salto 
 --Flic-flac + Double Arabian salto forward tucked dismount 
 
     What is the deduction for failure to perform acro elements in two different directions? 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) 0.15 
e) 0.2 

 
29. Gymnast moves forward and backward throughout her beam routine, but never does any movement or 
choreography sideward.  What is the maximum possible deduction? 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) Up to 0.1 
d) Up to 0.2 
e) None of the above 
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30.  Gymnast performs a 1/1 turn in tuck stand on one leg (wolf full turn).  What is the value? 
a) A 
b) B 
c) C 
d) D 
e) E 

 
31.  What is the Start Value of this routine? 
 --From side stand facing beam, Jump, with hand support to ¼ turn to cross split sit 
 --Switch leg leap + Switch leg leap, stop, Aerial cartwheel 
 --Full turn 
 --Flic-flac + Back salto layout step-out 
 --Round-off + Double twisting back salto dismount 

a) 9.6 
b) 9.7 
c) 9.8 
d) 9.9 
e) 10.0 
f) 10.0 plus 0.1 extra bonus 

 
32. In routine #31 above, what is the deduction for Dance not up to the level? 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) 0.15 
e) 0.2 

 
33. For the routine in #31 above, what is the deduction for Acro not up to the Level? 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) 0.15 
e) 0.2 

 
34. Gymnast performs the following dismount series.  What is the deduction for Choice of Beam Dismount not up to the 
Level ? 
 --Switch leg leap + Gainer full tucked off the side of beam dismount 
 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) 0.15 
e) 0.2 
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35.  How many “A” elements are listed? 
 --Dismount:  Front salto stretched off end of the beam 
 --1-arm cartwheel 
 --Dive forward roll 
 --Body wave sideward to balance stand (2 sec) on one leg 
 --Split leap forward 

a) 0 
b) 1 
c) 2 
d) 3 
e) 4 
f) 5 

 
36.  What is the maximum deduction for the following errors? 
 --Gymnast has a 1 second concentration pause before doing an aerial cartwheel 
 --Gymnast has a 2 second concentration pause before doing a flic-flac, back salto tucked 
 --Gymnast has a 4 second concentration pause before doing a round-off, tuck double back dismount 

a) 0.1 
b) 0.2 
c) 0.3 
d) 0.4 
e) 0.5 

  
37. Gymnast performs a Switch Leg Leap, but her first leg does not reach 45o.  Which is CORRECT? 

a) Deduct up to 0.2 for insufficient split after leg change, if applicable 
b) Devalue the skill to a “B” split leap  
c) Leg separation following the leg change should be 180o split 
d) Deduct up to 0.1 for insufficient height of the first leg swing 
e) All of the above are correct 
f) b), c) and d) are correct 
g) a), c) and d) are correct 

  
38. Which of the following is NOT an Up to 0.2 deduction? 

a) Large step on landing 
b) Incomplete dance turn (with 360o or more turn) 
c) Legs separated 
d) Insufficient height of aerials or saltos performed on the beam 
e) Legs not parallel to beam in split or straddle pick leap/jump  

 
Floor 
39.  Gymnast performs the following dance elements.   
 --Switch side leap + Popa 
 --1 ½ turn 
 --Switch leap ½ turn 
 

What is the deduction for dance elements not up to the level?   
a) 0 
b) 0.5 
c) 0.1 
d) 0.15 
e) 0.2 
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40. Gymnast concentrates and pauses for 3 seconds prior to her last tumbling pass.  What is the deduction? 
a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) 0.15 
e) 0.2 

 
41. What is the Start Value for this routine? 
 --Round-off, flic-flac, double back tucked 
 --Switch leap + split jump 
 --Round off, Back layout 1 ½ twist, punch front pike 
 --Full turn with leg above horizontal 
 --Tuck jump 1/1 
 --Front handspring, Front layout full with 1 ½ twist 

a) 9.6 
b) 9.7 
c) 9.8 
d) 9.9 
e) 10.0 

 
42. What is the deduction for choice of acro saltos not up to competitive level for the routine in #41? 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) 0.15 
e) 0.2 

 
43. What is the deduction for value of last salto not up to the competitive level for the routine in #41? 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) 0.15 
e) 0.2 

 
44. What is the deduction for choice of dance elements not up to competitive level for routine in #41 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) 0.15 
e) 0.2 
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45. Gymnast intends to do a 2 pass routine.  On her first pass, she does Front handspring, Layout front, pike front.  On 
the attempted second pass she just runs across the mat.  She has no other saltos or aerials in routine.  Which is correct? 

a) Deduct 1.0 from SV for not having 3 different saltos and no C in last pass.  Also deduct in composition 0.3 for no 
C salto, 0.1 for failing to perform saltos in 2 different directions, 0.2 for dismount not up to competitive level and 
0.2 for acro not up to competitive level 

b) Deduct 1.3 from SV for not having 3 different saltos, no C in last pass and for no attempt to perform last salto.  

Also deduct in composition 0.3 for no C salto, 0.1 for failing to perform saltos in 2 different directions, 0.1 for 

dismount not up to competitive level and 0.2 for acro not up to competitive level 

c) Deduct 1.3 from SV for not having 3 different saltos, no C in last pass and for no attempt to perform last salto.  

Also deduct in composition 0.1 for failing to perform saltos in 2 different directions, 0.2 for dismount not up to 

competitive level and 0.2 for acro not up to competitive level 

d) Oh my, as my southern friends say, “She’s not going to the prom.” 
 
46.  Gymnast performs the following acro series: 
 --Round off, flic-flac, double back tucked 
 --Round off, flic-flac, flic-flac, double back tucked 
 --Front handspring, front layout full, front layout 
      What bonus does she receive for these passes? 

a) 2Ds and +0.2 CV 
b) 1 D and +0.2 CV 
c) 2 Ds and +0.1 CV 
d) 1 D and + 0.1 CV 

 
47.  Coach steps onto the floor and assists gymnast on landing a double back.  She falls even after the spot.  Which is 
CORRECT? 

a) The Chief Judge deducts 0.5 from the average score for coach on the floor 
b) No D bonus is awarded 
c) Value part and Special Requirement are both awarded 
d) Each judge deducts 0.5 for the fall 
e) Each judge deducts 0.5 for the spot 
f) All of the above are correct 
g) a), b), and e) are correct 
h) c) and d) are correct 

 
48.  Which of these deductions is the SMALLEST? 

a) Flexed feet on a split leap 
b) Legs crossed during a double twisting back salto 
c) Poor body alignment during a double turn 
d) Fail to land with feet together on a switch-side leap 
e) Fail to perform a 1 ½ turn in high relevé 

 
49. Gymnast successfully completes 0.3 in CV and 2 D’s plus a Double Layout (E) that she falls on.  She fulfills all Special 
Requirements and Difficulty requirements.    Which is correct? 

a) Her Start Value is 9.9 
b) Her Start Value is 10.0 
c) Her Start Value is 10.1 
d) Her Start Value is 10.0 and she also receives additional 0.1 bonus 
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50. Which is/are correct regarding the Tour jete’ to ring leap with ½ turn? 

a) The value is “C” 
b) The value is “D” 
c) If directly or indirectly connected with a different Group 1 (Leaps, Jumps, Hops), fulfills the dance passage 

Special Requirement 
d) A head release backward past the vertical line must be shown to be considered a ring position 
e) a) and d) are correct 
f) b), c) and d) are correct 

 

Bonus Questions 
Vault 
51. For Level 6/7 Vault, what is the deduction for a gymnast takes 3 steps away from the table after her feet hit the mat 
stack? 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) 0.15 
e) 0.2 
f) 0.25 
g) 0.3 

 
Bars 
52.  What is the value of a Back Giant + Swing forward to 17o from vertical + swing down and straddle flight backward to 
HS on LB? 

a) B + 0 + C 
b) B + B + C 
c) B + B + D 
d) B + 0 + D 

 
Beam 
53. Gymnast attempts a switch leg leap + straddle jump, but breaks the series.   She has no other connected dance in her 
routine.   What is the compositional deduction for lack of a dance series? 

a) 0 
b) 0.05 
c) 0.1 
d) 0.15 
e) 0.2 

 
Floor 
54.  Gymnast falls on a tucked double back in her last pass, landing on her knees and hands.  Which is correct? 

a) She receives no bonus 
b) She receives Special Requirement for ending with a C or more salto 
c) She receives credit for a value part element of D 
d) Each judge deducts 0.5 for the fall 
e) All of the above are correct 
f) a) and d) are correct 
g) b) and c) are correct 
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Answer Sheet 
 
General 
1. c. Must have a 10.0 Start value.  Additionally, must have at least 0.6 in total bonus (including both CV and DV) and the 
E element must be acro on beam or floor. 
2. b. If she falls after being spotted, also deduct additional 0.5 for the fall!  NEW 
3. d. 7.925—averaging the 2 middle scores of 8.0 and 7.85 
4. c. May recommend—but never force—a change of scores 
5. f.  All of the deductions are correct 
6. b. Fail to remove board after mount 0.3 is correct.  See p 8 General for the other deductions! 
7. f.   SV is required to be flashed at all Level 10 competitions.  And if a score changes due to conference, it should be re-
flashed. 
 
Vault 
8. c 0.1  New deduction—remember it—under rotation of salto vault is 0.1 deduction 
9. d. Up to 0.1 for arm swings to maintain balance on landing 
10. b. Early tuck on a salto vault is ^0.3.  The rest of the deductions listed are each ^0.2 
11. h. a), d) and e) are correct b) No safety zone is VOID, c) No deduction for coach between board & table on Yurchenko 
vaults. 
12. f. 0.3.  It’s an up to 0.1 deduction for each phase of the vault. 
13. e. Up to 0.3 for failing to arrive on table before approximately 45o from vertical 
14. f. 0.2.  See 6/7 Specific apparatus deduction chart on p 9 of Vault in written Code. 
 
Bars 
15. e. 10.0 plus 0.1 bonus.  Cast HS hop is C, Weiler Kip is D, front Jaeger is D, so +0.2 CV.  The Bail to HS is D and 
dismount is E, so she has 0.8 total in bonus for D/E and for CV.  She has an E element, so +0.1 for bonus. 
16. a.  No deduction.  She has a 3-6-7 in the Weiler kip (this is why I asked the question because it stumped me at first—
but look it up, a Weiler kip is number 3.407).  She also has a forward movement with the Jaeger.  So 2/3 fulfilled. 
17. b. Clarified by my TC (Linda Thorberg)—Hecht back salto counts for the Special Requirement because there is a salto 
in it.  The value is D (8.408), and that’s no deduction for dismount up to level 
18. c. 0.1  She performed an isolated “E” (the Ray) and an isolated “C”.  Now, this doesn’t fit the chart exactly, and 
perhaps you used judgement and said the E was special, so you took only .05.  That’s probably ok too…  I put this 
question in to remind myself that the Ray is an “E”! 
19. c.  She receives 0.1 in additional bonus.  Piked Jaeger is E, and she has 3 D’s and 0.1 in CV, so a total of 0.6 in bonus  
20. d. C + D + D, + 0.3 in CV.  Use the middle element twice for bonus, so C+D +0.1 and D+D +0.2.   
21. e. All of the above are correct 
22. c. 0.5  0.1 for landing too close to bar.  ^0.3 for height of salto dismount.  ^0.1 for step 
23. a. When off the bars, warning is communicated at “20 seconds remaining” and “10 seconds remaining”.  The others 
are false because fall time stops when gymnast leaves floor to remount, there’s 45 second fall time on bars and gymnast 
may speak to her coach during fall time without penalty. 
24. d. No Bonus is awarded, but Special Requirement and Value-Part credit are awarded.  Each judge deducts 0.5. 
25. d. She receives release element credit for both the straddle cut and the Giant hop full.  No deduction from SV.  
(These are a couple exceptions that are considered flight elements for the JO program. Please read description 
carefully—a lot of people have been confused by this.) 
26. b. Hit mat with feet is a flat 0.3 deduction.  The rest are up to 0.3 
 
Beam 
27. e.  All of the combinations fulfill the Special Requirement.  (Note the slight change of wording about elements 
connected to B dismounts—p 18 Beam in the written Code) 
28. b. 0.05.  The only forward/sideward element is in the dismount. 
29. c. Up to 0.1 Directional use for insufficient use of entire beam apparatus 
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30. b.  Value is “B”  See # 3.206 
31. d. 9.9  Fulfills Special Requirements and Difficulty.  +0.2 CV for Switch leap, switch leap.  + 0.1 for acro series.  1 D for 
Aerial.  (If she had connected the switch leap to the aerial she would have had the 10.0 Start Value.  Remember, no +0.1 
extra bonus unless there is an acro “E” on beam!) 
32. c. 0.1  She has two “C’s” (the switch leg leaps) and look on the chart—that’s 0.1.   
33. b. 0.05  She has a 2- element acro series with a “C” salto + one D acro flight.  Look on chart—it’s .05 deduction 
34. c. 0.1.  She has a “C” dance connected to a “B” dismount.  On the chart, this is 0.1 deduction. 
35. b. 1 The only “A” is the 1-arm cartwheel.  Everything else listed is a “B,” including the split leap which is new value 
36. c. 0.3  No deduction for 1 second pause.  0.1 for the 2 second pause.  0.2 for more than 2 seconds pause 
37. g. a), c) and d) are correct.  You award the “C” value even if the first leg does not reach 45o 
38. a. Large step on landing is a flat 0.2 deduction.  Others listed are up to 0.2 deduction. 
 
Floor 
39. a. 0  She has B turn, and 3 C leap/jumps.  (I had to remember that a switch leap ½ turn is a “C!”) 
40. c. 0.1  On floor, there is just the 0.1 concentration pause deduction for 2 seconds (or more) pause. 
41. d. 9.9  Has difficulty, Special Requirements, B turn and front and back tumbling.  Bonus is 2 D’s and +0.2 CV 
42. a. 0  Has D in 2 passes and B+C bonus in the other pass 
43. a. 0  Ends with a D 
44. e. 0.2  Has only  B dance elements.  Now, 3 B dance is not specifically on chart, but this deduction seemed correct to 
me.  You can have a different opinion, but I think you’d still have a larger not smaller deduction.    
45. b. Deduct 1.3 from SV for not having 3 different saltos, no C in last pass and for no attempt to perform last salto.  
Also deduct in composition 0.3 for no C salto, 0.1 for failing to perform saltos in 2 different directions, 0.1 for dismount 
not up to competitive level and 0.2 for acro not up to competitive level 
46. b. 1 D and +0.2 CV.  Adding a back handspring does not change the 2nd series, plus it’s the same “D” and she receives 
D value only once for the same element. 
47. f.  All of the above are correct 
48. a. Flexed feet are 0.05 each time.  The other deductions listed are up to 0.1 
49. b. Her Start Value is 10.0.  While she had an acro “E” in the routine, she fell on it, so she is not eligible for 0.1 
additional bonus. 
50. f.  b), c) and d) are correct.  Remember, this is an element whose value changed to “D” in this Code! 
 
 
Bonus Questions 
Vault  
51. a. 0  remember, evaluation ends when gymnast’s feet make contact with mat stack (Unless she under rotates and 
steps towards the table, but you knew that!) 
 
Bars 
52. c. B + B + D  If the  swing forward is 20o or less from vertical it becomes a giant (B) and that means the straddle back  
started from HS on HB to land in HS on LB. 
 
Beam 
53. e. Lack of a dance series is a 0.2 specific compositional deduction 
 
Floor 
54 f. a) and d) are correct.  She receives no bonus, Value Part, Special Requirement and each judge deducts 0.5 for fall if 
she does not land with the bottom of her feet first. 


